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ABSTRACT 

 
In Green computing, the improper use of Virtual Machine leads to the imbalance load distribution and increasing 

operation cost. Hence, we implemented a new BGM-BLA (binary graph machine- based learning algorithm) algorithm for 
dynamic migration of virtual machines. This dynamic migration of Virtual Machine gives a design to distribute physical 
resource to run the service continuously, [2] so that energy is consumed and operation cost is reduced in the 
MODIFICATION PROCESS, modification is our implementation process. We deploy three types of systems. 1. Hot handles 
the current job. 2. Warm-idle state. 3. Cold-turnoff state. We allot three machines for each category with three virtual 
machines for each server. The warm machine becomes automatically hot [5] only if all the virtual machines of all the 
machines in hot categories are busy. And the automatic migration of job is also processed for reducing the work of the 
machines. This wholesome process is called as green computing. We also implemented cache mechanism in order to avoid 
a replicate request to the server. 
Keywords: Dynamic Migration, Virtual Machine, binary graph machine- based learning algorithm (BGM-BLA), Green 
Computing 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Virtualization is one of the studies broadly used for handling distributed computation function in an 
extensible and powerful environment. It offers isolation and safety mechanisms to functioning systems, modify 
and wrap whole application environments, and guide legacy applications. Cloud computing, which contribute 
the features of distributed computing and virtualization technology, increased at an amazing rate in few years. 
However, sagittate that work is not efficient through data centre for computing. The inability is usually 
connected to the fact that virtual machines (VMs) are allocated in an irregular way which leads to imbalanced 
Resource stowing distribution. Thus, it is of great concern to deflate the energy utilization and operating cost, 
and to enhance the capability of data centers by appropriate use of VMs. The study by provided according to 
the details of VMs, such as CPU load and LAN load, in a Cloud 
 

According to the analysis, of the researchers, they could forecasts the performance and certain 
installation of the cloud. 
 

As of now, three primary scopes can be derived to improve the effectiveness of VMs. 
 
Developing the structure and distribution: 
 

It is the big important research task which would strengthen the security and figure out the efficiency 
of virtual machines by developing either the structure or distribution of machines. For example, we can take 
design of a structure for enlarging virtual machine protection in clouds. A number of works has been 
concentrated on deciding the greatest handling of VMs. For the further details, users are requested to refer 
the correlative study by which the guide provides information for properly distributing VMs can be found. 
Further the authority of the topological design of the network in a data center was deliberated in the research. 
 
Scheduling tasks: 
 

Scheduling the task is often regarded by the researchers for the VMs in which they can take a cloud 
server as job and deliver them. In that way, similar to job planning in popularly assigned to computing. In the 
same manner, an energy-aware scheduling algorithm has been already projected to save the power of data 
center by designating VMs in proper manner. Additionally, a study on Memory-Aware VM scheduling is been 
done in order to decrease the energy utilization. 
 
Immigrate VMs dynamically: 
 

On emigrating the VMs it leads to the effective migration of virtual machines which in turn gives a 
procedure to allocate physical resource in further reasonable way that works continuously to enable the 
continuity service. Additionally, the dynamic migration strategies are been suitable by the changes in the 
working environment. To understand these environmental changes the scientist developed the dynamic VM 
transporting and dynamic migration arrangement. 

 
Dynamic migration was applied to showcase that the usage of the server could be enhanced in 

quicker method by VM migration. So the resource can be vigorously managed by using VM migration portable 
network graphics. 

 
The approach of dynamic migration was engaged to build a power consumption model for data 

centers, and it was exposed effectively to save power when solved by a heuristic algorithm. Both deterministic 
and heuristic algorithms were used. 

 
To optimize consumption of energy and to determine efficiency of power in cloud data’s. Though, the 

dynamic VMs migration type and strategies as mentioned above focuses primarily on reducing the 
consumption of energy then how to improve the efficiency of virtual machines. Other than this it also focuses 
on the energy consumption and the problems related to efficiency, communication and networking is been 
regarded as the two great challenges in cloud computing as pointed out, and the researchers provide less 
attention has been rewarded. 
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It is clearly known that the time taken by a VM to exchange information with another VM located in a 
different physical node in the cloud computing platform or system is longer than it been placed in the same 
node since the message is been trans-ported very quickly over the random memory than compared it by way 
of network. Moreover, most of the judgment works on methods and strategies gives priority to show that 
mostly in the end after migration, the migration expenses is often omitted. 
 

Due to which the additional physical resources are been engaged and the achievement of the 
platform leads to letting downward while the movement of VMs are done. Accordingly, it is of great 
significance to take migration cost into explanation so that one can guess whether the advantage of migration 
can compensate the budget plan. 
 

In the end, we consider the utilization of energy, cost migration, and price for communication all 
these should be deliberated for calculating the strategies of dynamic VMs migration in cloud and in 
consideration of achieving the decision in a more accurate way. Still, the above-mentioned three objectives are 
used for contradictory in nature. For example, when all VMs are been migrated to the same physical node, it 
leads to the least transmission cost. 
 

But on doing this movement approach it obtains the highest migration cost because the VMs that are 
been already present in other physical nodes must also be moved. Hence, [1] the enticing optimization design 
for the subject issue should be a multi-objective optimization (MOO) design. But regrettably, [3] most of the 
existing system models are been entrenched only for the problem of dynamic migration of VMs (DM-VM) are 
single objective model (SOM). Therefore, we consider how to organize a MOO model for the DM-VM problem 
is the first issue to be examined in this research. Figure 1.shows the migration of VMs 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

                                         
 
 
 

 

Fig.1. Diagram for VM Migration 

 
RELATED WORK 

 
Researchers have proposed virtual machine resources for migration of effective resource allocation 

[1] the local search based pare to algorithms with minkowski distance based crossover operator shows only 
how to approximate the pare to optimal solution for minimization of make span and total tardy-ness in a flow 
shop of retardant hybrid where on comparing with the multi-objective and NSGA it outperform the result only 
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by statistical analysis. So in order to make it more realistic, it can include minimization of changeover for 
dynamic migration of VM. 
 

Grid VM [2] can include the novel technique for representing VM configuration only in a flexible 
manner for VM clones in-satiation. This shows that the flexible execution environment can only dynamically 
cloned often in less than a minute and not statistically, hence the VM can be instantiated with router and 
tunneling capabilities to establish virtual networks that seamlessly span across distinct domains for cost and 
migration of active VMs across plants. 

 
In order to increase the virtual machine [4] security in cloud to measure executable running in virtual 

machine and to transfer the value to a trusted Virtual Machine. 
 

According to [5] the data center cost values are mostly focused in servers, substructure, power 
requirements and networking. Even though costs are cheap, performance is remarkably own. So, the measure 
needs to be taken in order to derive and acquire economic benefits of geo-diversity and manage the data 
center and 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2. Representation of architecture diagram for proposed system 

 
Net-working resources utilized for optimization [3]. In which the improper use of virtual machine 

leads to the imbalance load distribution and increasing operation cost. 
 

                                                              EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

The improper use of Virtual Machine leads to the imbalance in distributing the load which then 
increases the operation cost. Since the congestion occurrence leads to consuming more power and increases 
the waiting time of the system. It is said to be unreliable and the transmission of data rate is said to be very 
low, which leads to request replication. So we move on to dynamic migration of virtual machine. 
 

                                                          PROPOSED WORK 
 
Problem Designing 

 
The new BGM-BLA (binary graph machine-based learning algorithm), where these algorithm is been 

used for dynamic migration of virtual machines. This dynamic migration of VM gives a technique to distribute 
the physical resource in a reasonable manner without stopping the continuous service, so that energy is 
consumed and operation cost is reduced. It avoids congestion, and consumption of the power is reduced, due 
to which the waiting time is decreased. So that it is reliable for high data transmission rate avoiding replication 
request. 
 
System Architecture 
 

The three types of systems are been deployed such as 1. Hot handles the current job. 2. Warm-idle 
state. 3. Cold-turnoff state. We allot three machines for each category with three virtual machines for each 
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server. The warm machine becomes automatically hot only if all the virtual machines of all the machines in hot 
categories are busy. And automatic migration of job is also processed in order to reduce the work of the 
machines. This whole some process is called as green computing. We also implemented cache mechanism in 
order to avoid replicate request to server. 
The Architecture diagram representing the proposed system is shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                          Fig.3. BGM – BLA Dataflow Diagram 
 
Framing a structure of BGM-BLA algorithm 
 

BGM-BLA data flow diagram is represented in Figure 3. In which it allocate the machines with number 
of users. The user request goes to the server and the request reaches the cache from global queue. After the 
request reaches the queue it checks for the data if the data is available, it response to the user without the 
knowledge of RAM. If the data is not available, the user request is passed to hot, warm, cold machine by using 
the RAM and this request then reaches the cloud service provider and if the data is found in any of the virtual 
machines then the VM server will be migrated. 
 

MODEL DESCRIPTION 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                    

 
Fig.4 Workflow of the architecture 
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Machine for each category with three virtual machines for each and every server. User request goes 
to the server and the request reaches the cache from global queue. If the data available, its response to the 
user without the knowledge of RAM. If the data is not available, user request is passed to hot, warm, cold 
machine. 
 
Hot server 
 

Hot server is defined as a server which acts as a hot spot if the usage of the resources is higher than 
threshold level. 

 
Warm server 
  

Warm Servers are having the risk of acting as a hot server in the case of any application software 
resource needs for job to be done in any variation of time period. 
 
Cold server 
 

This sort of cold server provides services using the cold spot and helps us utilize any type of resources 
which it is less than expected in the cold threshold value. 
 

This intimate that the cloud server is most of the time likely to be inactive/ not properly utilized and it 
may be turn off to save energy. If there is any possible that the server heavy loaded, then automatically VMs to 
be places somewhere else in other server. By way of utilization of RAM and this request reaches the cloud 
service provider and if found the VM is then migrated, then request also be diverted to the same place. 
 

                                                          IMPLEMENTATION 
 

User Registration 
 

In this registration module, user can create their own id and password by giving personal information, 
now; user can login in to an application server. User obtained permission, eligible to access the data from the 
allotted server of the Cloud Service Provider. Web client user has to login in and can make a request the 
particular job from the Cloud environment. Each and every web client information will be stored securely 
through network in the database in a table format.  Now, super user can monitor all the levels of user in their 
cloud environment. Through this application interface enables the web users to communicate with the Cloud 
Server.  

 
Cloud Server Deployment 

 
Cloud Service Provider will contain large amount of data in their Data Storage. At the end point in 

deploying application anywhere in the client site, user data will be maintained in a secure way. Also the Cloud 
Server will redirect the User requested job to the Resource Allocated Module to process the User request. The 
Request of all the Users will process by the Resource Assigning Module. To communicate with the Client and 
the Server with the other modules of the Cloud Network, the Cloud Server will establish connection between 
them. For this purpose we are going to create a User Interface Frame. Then followed with work assigning by 
the cloud to the web client will receives the job requested from the Resource Assign Module in First in First out 
(FIFO) manner. 

 
Intermediate Server Deployment 

 
By implementing Intermediate Server the Job Processing Scheme, we can effectively process the User 

Requested Job and efficiently maintain the Resources of the Cloud Server. So that we can save the Energy of 
the Resources when they are not process the Job. 
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Green Computing Setup 
 
Green computing is the term used to denote efficient use of resources in computing. It is also known 

as Green IT. In this Module, we process the users requested Job. Thereafter Job will redirect to the RAM of the 
Cloud Server. The RAM contains three Types of the Physical Servers. 1. HOT Server. WARM Server and COLD 
Server. These Physical Servers will contain many number of virtual Server to process the users requested Job. 
So that, the Job can be efficiently processed for the implemented computing setup. 
 
Migration of Virtual Server 

 
Herewith we create the migration server and its main usage is to migrate the job on virtual server to 

another server, so that the energy can be reduce and work load of the server is balanced, by using the 
Migration we can shift the process from one VM to anther VM without loss of data. 

 
Cache Server Implementation 

 
As a modification in this Project, we are creating a Cache Memory in the User requested job will be 

stored for the period time. If the other User requests the same work to the Server of the Cloud Service 
Provider (CSP), the Server will check in the Cache Memory first. So that we can reduce the Job Processing 
Time. If the request Data is presented, then the Server will provide the Data to the User immediately. If the 
request Data is not in the Cache Memory, then the Server process the User requested Job by transferring it to 
the RAM. 

 
                                                    RESULT  
 

The BGM-BLA algorithm shows that on allocating three machines for each category with three virtual 
machines for each server. User request goes to the server and the request reaches the cache from global 
queue. If the data available, it response to the user without the knowledge of RAM. If the data is not available, 
user request is passed to hot, warm, cold machine by using the RAM. And this request reaches the 
cloud service provider and if found the VM is then migrated. 
 

                                                          PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 

The implementation of our work has been compared with each other. Hence the performance of the 
system will be evaluated by using the BGM-BLA algorithm. 
 
Hot handles the current job 
 
         Hot server is defined as a server that acts as a hot spot if required to any sort of resources in the 
server. The usage of this hot server is higher than the threshold. 
 
Warm-idle state 

     
Warm Servers acts as an idle one. They are having the risk of becoming a hot spot in the face of 

temporary variations of application when resource demands. 
 

Cold-turnoff state 
    

 Cold server is at spot of sleep state, if the usage of the entire above server doesn’t meet the 
threshold, then its resources are below a cold threshold. 
 

                                                   CONCLUSION 
 

Cloud computing service stands as it is important to right place to move the VMs, so that exactly 
dynamic migration permits the cloud to cut down its functioning price. Moreover automatic migration of job is 
also been processed to reduce the work of the machines. This whole some process is called as green 
computing. The implementation of cache mechanism is in order to avoid replicate request to server. Where 
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the triple object optimization model for dynamic migration of VMs in consideration of energy consuming, 
migration price and conversing price has been organized and presented. And a new BGM-BLA algorithm was 
developed for solving this problem. The main involvements of this article are summarized as follows: (1) A 
model, which considers as more operating related factors, is proposed. This model takes energy consumption, 
conversing among VMs, and migration of the price is been taken into account under the situation that the 
platform works normally. (2)The problem is disintegrated into two parts with the employment of both 
deterministic method and stochastic method. (3)A new BGM-BLA algorithm with new coding method, i.e. 
Bucket code, is developed for solving the problem effectively and proficiently. 

 
                                                             FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 
 

Further, this subject matter can be used for research where the dynamic migration problem in the 
cloud computing platform includes, the generation period, learning of knowledge and mutation. Hence the 
number of machines in the virtual server can be increased to reduce the waiting time of the query. Methods of 
Bucket Code can be additionally improved to reduce its asymmetry property. One example is to estimate the 
appropriate possibility for developing the first part of the Bucket Code, is to come up with the better ideas for 
codes to acquire information from each other rather than just learning from the best one. 
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